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Sommario

+75 is the number of countries that Lean Digital Core (LDC) program will be rolled out across all units in
Novartis Group affiliates. Looking for S/4HANA ABAP Technical Consultant who can ensure the delivery,
quality and completeness of software development work to cost-effectively meet business requirements and to
build and preserve long-term value in Novartis' ERP systems.

About the Role

Roles & Responsibilities

Your responsibilities include but are not limited to:

Act as provider and coordinator of technical expertise in SAP development technologies like ABAP,
S/4HANA and UI5
Design, develop and implement services for LDC Program.
Acts as gatekeeper responsible for completeness, and quality of development work delivered for
deployment into Novartis ERP systems through formal review and acceptance/rejection of this work.
Act as arbitrator and mediator for critical issues related to technical design decisions.
Coach and mentor development coordinators, developers and new joiners to achieve service line goals.
Evaluate vendor performance by measuring critical metrics
Implement and ensure conformity and compliance to the technical standards, practices and processes
that govern for LDC  (e.g. design, development, configuration)
Develop and maintain strong working relationships with internal customers, peers and external partners.
Understands and drives application of vendor and industry-driven standard methodologies in ERP
solutions, such as code reuse and customization avoidance. Ensures that work activities and work
product align with all relevant regulatory and internal policy controls (e.g. GxP, SOX, Security Baseline).
Provide and validate effort estimations. Ensures development services are delivered on schedule and
within budget
Evaluate new technologies and provide an assessment of the impact
Retain critical and key know how to be able to assess services provided by vendors and third parties.
Document processes and policies used within LDC Development
Govern system access for development activities.

Work Experience:

8-15 years of experience in SAP
Should have worked in S4HANA engagements. Should have executed more than 2 S4HANA projects
preferably Greenfield implementation projects
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Experience working with a life sciences/healthcare industry will be an added advantage
Interactions and engagement in a Global Accounts.

Skills:

Hands-on work with relevant SAP technologies |ABAP S/4HANA, RAP, CDS|
Conceptual knowledge on Front-end Technology FIORI.
Classical ABAP (enhancement technologies, dialogue programming, workflow, reporting, ALV, webdynro,
data exchange)
Interface technologies (CI, SLT, DI) & Front-end FIORI.
SAP BTP services (BTP ABAP, workflow, rules, transport).

Languages :

English.

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Divisione
Operations
Business Unit
CTS
Posizione
Messico
Sito
INSURGENTES
Company / Legal Entity
MX06 (FCRS = MX006) Novartis Farmacéutica S.A. de C.V.
Job Type
Full time
Employment Type
Regular
Shift Work
No
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